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Bryant Messer

SM:

This is Shirley McCoy and today is August 3, 1974,
this is an interview with Mr. Bryant Messer, uh, who
was born March the 8th, 1874, at Jenny's Creek, West
Virginia, this is in Logan County at the time and
now it's called Mingo County, Mr. Bryant is now
living at Kermit, West Virginia and, uh, what, what
is now Mingo County. Now Mr. Bryant, would you
just, uh, Mr. Messer just talk to me, tell me a little
bit about how things were back then.

BM:

Do you want me to tell you about the school situation?

SM:

Yel, or you can.

BM:

Well when I went to school we had five books, started
with 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th reader, geography and
grammar and, uh, this was the, that's all the books
they had and, uh, when we got to the 5th grade, why
we were through school and that's about the size
of the situation L SM: Yel. /. And there was five
of us in the family, three boys and two girls, two
boys got killed and the girls, one died with, uh,
cancer, the other one died with, I don't know what
no one never know nothing, she wouldn't go to a
doctor at all and, uh, my_daughter she died with a
hemorrhage of the brain L SM: Um, mrnm._/ and, uh,
I got a son died with a cancer that's about the size
of the family.

SM:

Yel. What did your daddy and mother do, what did your
daddy do when he was raising you?

BM:

Uh, father he, he worked common labor for a while
then he went and, uh, went to logging saw logging
for the rest of his life for as long as he was able
to go L-SM: Yeah._/ he was about 90, bout 93 years
old and he was pretty active until he, he died.

SM:

Was hr born right around in this area?

BM:

Yel, he was born over there in Logan Coun!_y, in
Mingo Logan at that time L SM: Uh, huh._/. He
was born on Jenny's Creek too.
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SM:

Yel. What was the, what was the life like back then
when you was a growing up as a, L BM: w·ell. • o_/
many people in this area or • • •

BM:

No, they were pretty scattered, L SM: Um, mmm._/
in fact Jenny's Creek, uh, lets see one, two, three
(long pause) bout nine houses on Jenny's Creek at
that time o

SM:

Oh there wasn't very many, was there?

BM:

No, not many (people talking in background) and, uh,
most folk farmed, they raised cattle and hogs ~nd
let urn run out they run out wild, L SM: Yel._/
they go wild some of um would.

SM:

Yel. Did you, what did you, you say you use to
walk to Virginia and take cattle drives or.

BM:

No, I never uid walk it, I've been there though,
I never did walk out there, I rode a freight train
a time or two (laughter and talking in background).

SM:

What did you do when you was growing up, uh,

BM:

I farmed, L SM: You farmed?J yel, my father farmed
until he went to logging.

SM:

Did you use to be a jailer, L BM: Yes._/ where, where
was it at, uh, L BM:
In Mingo County._/ in Mingo County?
What was it like then did, uh, jailing, being a lawman
what was it, what did you do?

BM:

Well I, I fed the prisoners and took care of um best
I could. Some of um would get away sometimes (laughter).
In 19 and 20 when that trial was a going on we had
alot of people there and they took all the guns up
the country they could get a hold of, and they had
the jail full and the courthouse upstairs full and
some of um broken in to the gun racks and stole all
the guns out and, uh, I was a laying in the bed and,
uh, I heard something, noise it woke me up. I got up
and I saw men trying to get at the courthouse out next

••
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to the river and I hollered at him, I said, what's
the matter, he said I fell out, he come ·out the window
and aim to come down the drain pipe and fell out and
broke his arm and they took him to the hospital. Now
we, we went back up into the courthouse then and they
had pistols and rifles scattered all over the place,
I found one down the toilet (laughter).
SM:

What did they have so many people in the jail for?

BM:

On the, on the trial, 1920 trial that they had.

SM:

Can you remember anything about the outlaws or, uh,
back then, what names of any of um that was famous or?

BM:

Well (break in tape) I, uh, read about the James
Brothers about all and the Hatfield and McCoy trouble
I read about, read about that.
I had a, I had a
third cousin in that up there and he was with them
when they killed them two McCoy boys and I was about
20 years old.
I guess, I'm just guessin' at it, so
Alec Messer, that the man I'm thinking about he came
into the County, he lived on a little creek called
Williams Creek went around Twelve Pole and he, my
dad's name was Bill, said Bill I'm in trouble, and
he ask him what was the trouble and he told him that
he was into that killin'o He took those two boys up
there and, uh, kept um all night. And so they got
him and sent him to the penitentiary so they never
stopped till they got him out, eventually he killed
another man out in Matt County, Kentucky. They sent
him to the penitentiary again he served his time out
and got freed and, uh, he got into it again and killed
another man, so he, uh, they told him if he'd leave
Kentucky they'd never bother him and he cussed and said
I'll leave and he left. Don't know where he went to,
or what become of him, old Bill Messer he, he went to
the penitentiary for killin' a feller o

SM:

Did you use to, uh, dig coal or anything, how did you
all get coal back then or how did you o

BM:

Well, uh,

(clears throat) they was coal mines at that,
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back, uh, thank goodness about, uh, 95 0 I believe
it, 95 or 96 and I went up there and goi a job at,
uh, what's the name of it, Camp Branch Coal Company.
I worked a while there and they abandoned the mines.
SM:

What was, uh, what was it like, what was it like inside
the mines then, how did they get the coal out, or?

BM:

They shot it with powder and loaded it by hand, take
it out by rail.

SM:

Bout what did you get paid then, how was wages?

BM:

We'd make around a dollar and a half to three dollars
a day, sometimes we'd cut and load it by the ton,
sometimes we'd make three dollarso

SM:

How long did you have to work in a day?

BM:

Well we'd work 12 or 15 hours (laughter).

SM:

(Children in background playing) well, uh, what was,
uh, the railroads, was they in here then or, L BM: Huh?_/
had the railroads come in here then?

BM:

Yel, the railroad run right up Twelve Pole Creek.

SM:

Um, mmm (children playing in background).
how long did you say your daddy lived?

BM:

About 93 years old the best record I can get, I have
no record of his_life but he remember the '61 war
L SM: Um, mmm._/ and grandfather was in that war and
he, uh, remembered and I figured from that L SM: Yelo_/
about what his age was.

SM:

Yel, what about war back then, did you.L was you in
any, uh, World War I or, or anything L BM: Noo_/
like that (laughter).

BM:

19 and 17 they registered for the war, (laughs) uh,
the man was the register he said, uh, how many you
got in the familyo
I said, I've got three kids and

How long,
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a wife and I said, uh, Sir, everyone of them babies
scared of the south (laughter)o So I just left it
at that.
SM:

Yel, how did_you all get around back then, did you,
BM: Huh?_/ how did you all get around back then?

L
BM:

Horseback.

SM:

Horseback?

BM:

Oh no there wasn't no cars come around nowhere wasn't
anything like an automobile.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Hears a little story, uh, a feller by the name of
Barger lived right around Whitehouse, Kentucky, said
he'd go easy and ride his bicycle on the rails back
to Whitehouse (laughter) and I didn't know any better
(laughter) than he meant his horse.

SM:

How does things, uh, how is things different then
than they are now?

BM:

Everything you could buy groceries, bacon was about
67¢ a pound, (laughter) uh, Aunt Pearl had a store
down here I lived, after I was married, uh, I lived
on the North Fork of Morgan and I'd go down there and
buy groceries, buy bacon for 60¢ a pound, flour 75¢
a bag, meal for 25¢, corn meal and other commodities
was about the same way as those.

SM:

Did you ever, uh, did you all buy meal then or did
you • • •

BM:

Yel, we generally grind it watermill, had a watermill
over there, old man, uh, Mr. Mitchell had a watermill
and you'd go to mill take a sack, bag of corn and take
it to the mill and have it ground and eventually old
man Crum put up a gristmill run by, by an engine and,
uh, we'd do a, take our horses ride down there and
get our meal grounded if I got in there first, I got

Had they any cars or anything come around.
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my meal grind first, if I got in there last I was the
last one there that's the way they got {t, we'd grow
our corn in the fall, put it up and we'd take our
corn to the mill and grind it we'd take it on horseback
j_ SM: Yel._/. We'd take it from the head of Jenny's
Creek down to Crum, we had the mill down there at
Crum take it to Crum and have it grind.
SM:

What about your clothes then, did you, j_ BM: Huh?_/
did you get many store bought clothes then or how
did, uh, where'd you get most of your clothes from?

BM:

Crum?

SM:

Your clothes.

BM:

We rrostly made um.

SM:

Made um?

BM:

Yel, buy cloth and made our shirts and pants, just
cloth and this denim.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

You could buy shoes for about one and a half to two
dollars, L SM: Yel._l big price for um.

SM:

How was when the railroads come in, did they, they pay
any better or.

BM:

Not much, for a while in about 1900 they, uh, went
to raising prices and prices raised up some but not
too much, some of um didn't cost too much at the time
you could buy a good suit of clothes for 8 and 10 dollars
(laughter).

SM:

Work, was work around here j_ BM: Huh?_/ was they pretty
good lot of work around here or did people.

BM:

No there was not much work around here that I seen,
well logging was long distance, my father went to
Pocahontas when I was a boy he had a brother lives
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out there and he went out there (noise).
SM:

Did you all, uh, how did, in logging then did you
ever hear anything about rafting the logs down the
river or how did • •

BM:

Well, uh, some of um would take, uh, pins and drill a
hole down in the log and then put a pole across put
pin in there hold um together, then they'd, uh,
eventually_got to when a ~rain come in they shipped
by train L SM: Um, mmrn._/ but from year to year they
had to take it to Logan before they'd get anything
out of it, they'd take it down there.

SM:

Um, mmrn.
or L BM:

BM:

No, just by hand, L SM: Just by hand?J yel, was
no electric L SM: Yel._/ used lamps, LSM: Lamp oil?_/
no, well they would be coal oil for lamps that's all
they had then.

SM:

Yel. Do you remember, uh, for back enough was there
any Indians L BM: No._/ around thi~ L BM: No._/
when you's a growing up L BM: No._/ or was there.

BM:

No there was no Indians in this country then (break
in tape).

SM:

They done done away with.

BM:

They had all gone away.

SM:

Uh, do you know what, uh, what background was your
mommy and daddy, was there Indian in them or L BM:
do you know where they come from?

BM:

My fore parents come from Germany.

SM:

From Germany?

BM:

Yel.

Was,_uh, was the mines operated by steam
No._/ machine or anything?

No.J
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SM:

Did they any, uh, flooding in the river get big
back then or anything?

BM:

Yel, we had floods, L SM: You did?_/ yel, I remember
I was going to school and, uh, uh, commence raining
there at the schoolhouse and the, uh, water got up
pretty high and, uh, lady called Swanson and she,
uh, told mother if she would let me go to school
that she would, uh, carry me through the water, so
she carried me across the creek but when it come
school turned out and I come back I couldn't get
across (laughter) the creek was too big.

SM:

Well what'd you do?

BM:

I went up to the watermill bout a half, half mile
above where we lived crossed on the top of the water.

SM:

Yel, crossed on top of the water.

BM:

Right.

SM:

Uh, what was the biggest flood that you can remember
back in this area when.

BM:

In July was the biggest flood that every was known
when I was growing up.

SM:

What year was that, can you remember?

BM:

It was about, not exactly.LI couldn't say exactly
somewhere in the '90's, L SM: Um, rnmm in the '90's
yel but I couldn't say for how long.

SM:

Yel was there much damage done by it?

BM:

Not too much
very much.

SM:

Yel, was they any, uh, river boats did they come up
here, Big Sandy River?

L

SM:

0 _/

Yel._/ it wasn't nothing to amount
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BM:

Yel, pack their boats and come up every now and then.
A fella by the name of Torn Prince had a store not far
from Jenny's Creek and the boats would come up to the
mouth of Jenny's Creek and put off groceries L-SM: Urn, rnrnrn._/
and come by train to Russeldale and all along there and,
uh, go on haul urn.

SM:

Urn, rnrnm.

BM:

About 1890 sometimes I don't just remember wheno

SM:

Yel, what could you tell me about, uh, how times was
then that is, uh, different?

BM:

Well, uh, whatever.

SM:

Just what, uh, what was times like then?

BM:

Well they were pretty tuff times then, there wasn't
any work in the country hardly bout the only work a
fella could ~et was splitting rails and hoeing corn,
L SM: Yel._/ helping farmers in the fallo

SM:

Urn, rnmrn. What did you do when you's, uh, growing up,
what did people do for fun or. o •

BM:

Well bout the only thing they did was farm and when
farming was over they'd go to school, L SM: Yel._/
when school was out that about, give urn right bout
three months school.

SM:

Yel, what did, uh, what did the young people do when
they wanted, uh, uh, have fun did they • • •

BM:

Well they'd have dances, have outings, go to church
L SM: Yel._/. Most of urn would go to church on Sundays.

SM:

What was churches like, uh, back then?

BM:

Well about the same as they (microphone interference)
are now except there wasn't so many people that wento

Yeah.

Was that flood about in 1890?
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SM:

wasn't as many people went?

BM:

Well they couldn't, they would, what was wrong was
when they'd go, we had a, course they was several
sinners (microphone interference).

SM:

Well, uh, what about when, uh, when you wanted to go
out, when young men wanted to go see their girls theno
What, how'd they do that (microphone interference).

BM:

They'd just meet a girl just like they do today.

SM:

Yel, they didn't have no cars back then, did they?

BM:

No. Sometimes they didn't (inaudible, microphone
interference) if they had the money.

SM:

Did they want (inaudible, microphone interference).
What happen if you wanted to marry a girl, how'd
you go about it?

BM:

Well they go and ask their parents about it (inaudible).

SM:

Did the gir- did women wear long dresses back then?

BM:

Oh yel, they'd wear um plum down to the bottom of
their shoe and pick um up with their hands to and pull
um up to keep from getting dirty (laughter).

SM:

Yel?

BM:

Yel, you never seen a short dress at that time anytime.

SM:

You all go around, uh, say you got around on horses?

BM:

Oh yel,

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Before (laughs) before I was married I was going with
my first wife and,uh, her grandmother said the Methodists
all they wanted was a fine horses, uh, fine shirt, a
white shirt and a fine horse such as they didn't have it

L

SM:

Yel._/ that was the only way to get around.

Bryant Messer
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She was a Farrell.

SM:

Uh,huh. What did, uh, when these young people got
married then, what's they usually have to start out
with, housekeeping?

BM:

Nothing.

SM:

Nothing (laughter).

BM:

I worked pushing a hand saw dollar and quarter a day,
and I bought that stuff I had to go housekeeping on
take urn and, uh, so got some straw and got me a bed
fixed so, corn schucks made to sleep on.

SM:

Yel, what'd you think about the days then and now,
do you think, were they better then or today or what?

BM:

Well I couldn't say, uh, of course you got more now,
uh, food and, uh, then you did theno

SM:

Can you remember anything about the prohibition days
back when, L BM: Uh._/ tell me what you know about
that or what you can remember, what was it like?

BM:

Well the prohibition got to finally they bootlegged
rnoonshineo

SM:

What'd they make moonshine out of back then?

BM:

Uh, chopped corn and corn meal, sugar L SM:
Buy a bag of sugar for bout four dollars.

SM:

Was they much of that going on?

BM:

Yel, a right smart of it.

SM:

Messer, can you remember anything about the (inaudible),
did, and federal men coming around and try to break up
the stills, do you remember anything about John Sullivan,
anything, or any of them.

(Someone talking in backgroundo)

Urn, rnmm._/.
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BM:

No.

SM:

Did you, did you ever ride on any, uh, with any
posses, L BM: Huh?_/ did you ever ride on any posses
to hunt men or anything?

BM:

No, no I, oh yel! Yes the time that, uh, I guess
they called up Henderson one night and, uh, they
killed two men, killed George Dillon and Joe Bias
over there on Twelve Pole so, and made the fine
$100 for the coming after um and we was, no way to
get there was to get by train so, uh, they made
arrangements for the engine to bring us t-to Columbus
they sent, and they sent militia in there. We had
got in about the same time they did.
There was 9
of us and we went toward Twelve Pole and we got
over there and Major Davis, he didn't show us any
courtesy at all. We did what we thought was the
best we could do and we hunted all day and we couldn't
find anybody, a fellow by the name Albert Mccloud
from Cincinnati killed him (break in tape) . So, uh,
we lit out to come back it was getting late in the
evening, had one fellow who was a big fleshy fellow,
said hot god, have mercy god never saw such a· high
mountain, way back on them mountains, Well we got
up on top of the hill we all laid down around about,
kind of take a little rest so I kinda walked off to
myself and I heard someone coming up the mountain
and it woke me up, I come up it was a fellow by the
name of Adkins and I knew him and I got up just about
the time he topped up on top of the hill there was,
there that fellow waiting for him and he come up and
I seen who it was, well I told the boys they ask him,
he knew him they said allright, we lit out and come
back and come to Breeden and caught a treight train,
and this fleshy fellow was so tall he had to come in
two cars from the engine it liked to shook him to
death going through Boulder Springs (laughter). Then
we, uh, left our car on the banks where Twelve Pole
travel west well we lit out and went through Logan
and across t - head of Twelve Pole and we went along
we met two men riding horseback and we, we scared
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them to death. They said thought we was after them,
we told um we wasn't after them at all. - Well it was
late in the fall we got up to this little old house
in the head of a little holler and we all laid down,
sitting there waiting for it to come daylight so we
could go down. Corne the biggest frost I (laughter)
believe I ever seen in my life, like to froze to
death, I said well I froze to death and starved
to death, I don't know which (laughter). Just about
the time it got we could see to get um we surrounded
the house, nobody in it so all there was, had to
walk about 5 or 6 miles back and with some food to
eaten together and try to train on that a Finally
turned out killed five fellas we went down to Rome,
uh, that's the, we, they couldn't find him so eventually
a short time later we got a call from down there to
come and get him, he was in there, me and Turner Webb
and G.T. Blankenship lit out and went down there and
down at Ferguson he went, the train come, the train
was running then train come, he come down out of the
mountain with a_shotgun I retch out and grabbed it
L SM: Um, mrnm . _/ and he said I haven't a gun said I
ain't gonna do nothing, I said allright. We went on
to Kenova, and Blankenship and Webb they stayed in
Kenova sent me on into, to Ravenswood on No. 3 that
morning.
SM:

Did you handcuff um then?

BM :

Huh?

SM:

Did you handcuff your prisoners then?

BM:

No, I never did handcuff nobody.

SM:

The dangerous ones, uh, ones that killed people
weren't you all afraid of them?

BM:

Yes, Fred Henry killed Jim Dillon over there at Dingess,
I seen there's a gonna be trouble. And the depot over
there was hauling coal, hauling coal from inside there.
I walked around the depot and I heard the shot fire,
I walked around and Fred had that pistol, I laid my
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hand out, I said give it up he handed it over I took
him to Williamson.
SM:

Then they never, none of um, uh, uh, try to shoot
back or anything L BM: Huh, uh._/ when you tried
to capture um?

BM:

No, never had nobody resist.

SM:

(Talking in background) yel, was they, uh, many do
you remember any law men getting killed then?

BM:

Yes, Ken Johnson over there at Delbarton he got killed
and, uh, somebody else but I've forgot just who it was
that's the only two that I know got killed, besides
outlaws.

SM:

Yelo Was being a lawman very different then than it
is today?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

Was being a lawman much different then that it is todayo

BM:

They're bout the same.

SM:

Yel. Was the way you had to travel, L BM: Huh?_/
was there, the way you had to travel was that any
different getting backwards and forths?

BM:

Well you go now in, in an automobile, then you had
a wagon or ride a horseback.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

We had to walk though when we went these long trips
over on the Twelve Pole 25 or 30 miles.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Then we walked to Williamson, we walked to Logan we
took, we took a trip across the mountain and down the
mountain toward Twelve Pole we made two or three trips
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in there, three trips we never did find um so eventually
uh, we give up the last one of um and seht him to the
penitentiary he got out I don't know whether he is
living yet or not.
SM:

Um, mrnm. What did you do when you had to, had to
be out over night with your prisoner?

BM:

We just take um, if we had love or not we'd lay him
in the bed and lay down.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Yel, we stop at peoples' houses middle of the night.

SM:

Yel. Did they let you bring the_prisoners in,
L BM: Oh yel._/ give um a bed L BM: Yel._/ with
no troubleo

SM:

How did people treat you when you

BM:

They treated me with courtesy.

SM:

Yel, take you in and feed you and everything?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

Did they just take you in and feed you and everything?

BM:

Oh yel, yes, yes they mighty courtesy with us.

SM:

Yel. How long did you lived this, your whole life,
you just spent_your whole life right around in this,
right around L BM: Oh. o ._/ here, uh, in Jenny's
Creek?

BM:

Most of it.

SM:

Yelo

BM:

Stayed in Florida a couple or 3 years, we stayed in
Virginia a while, most of my life I've been right in
this vicinityo

Did you stop somebody's house along the way?

Bryant Messer
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Yel
Did you, what was, uh, say schools much like
back then, did they, did you say you had· to go to
fifth grade and then that_was all the educa~ion you
had to have,
BM: Yel._l all the school
BM: Yel._l
you had to have.
0

L

L

BM:

Yel.

SM:

What was the schools like when you went to school,
I mean in • • •

BM:

Well about like they are now 'cept they didn't have
no such spelling book.

SM:

What kind, what was the buildings like?

BM:

Well some of um had log buildings and my father, and
my father and parents took a whipsaw and sawed a
schoolhouse part out with a whipsaw, did you ever see
one?

SM:

No, what is a whipsaw?

BM:

They take~ big log they ~hear him four sides with a
broadax, L SM: Um, mmm. / they put it up on a table
bout as high as that, this man comes down here he's
got a, what's called a she_§_P's head, actually it had
a handle on it like this L SM: Um, mmmo_/ he_pull it
down and this other fella would pull it up -L SM: Yes._/
and that's how they sawed (laughter).

SM:

(Talking in background) what did the school teachers
do, how did th.§.Y do then,_did they, did they use
paddles or a L BM: YelJ if you, if you done something
L BM: Well they. o ._I they didn't like for you to
do what'd they do to you?

BM:

They'd give you a paddling or a switch, L SM: A switch!_/
yel.
I remember one fall we was a going to school on
Lower Fork papaws was in season well the whole school
picking up papaws, the teacher told us not to go up
there anymore and then a fella by the name of Fred
Lunsford and the school went, I think there was about
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12 of um and me and him went away from the papaw
patch and went an up to another un but they give ua
all a 1 ickin' ( laughter) •
SM:

But they give you all a lickin'
switch?

BM:

With a switch (1aughter) !

SM:

Did they ever make you, did they have the dunce hat
back then, L BM: Huh, yel._/ have the dunce hat?

BM:

Yel, I've seen em wear it, I never got to wear one.
About the only thing I ever did was I got in trouble
down out school.

SM:

Yell. What kind of heating or how'd they, how'd they
stay warm in schoolhousesa

BM:

Huh?

SM:

How did they stay warm, what kind of heat did they have?

BM:

Coal o

SM:

Coal?

BM:

Yel, LSM: _Yel._/ if they didn't get coal they'd
get wood, L SM: Yel._/ build a wood fire.

SM:

What'd they build the fire in?

BM:

They had a, had a big stove, a heat stove they'd put
it full of coal to keep it warm and if it was a fireplace
they'd have a bi~ fireplace as big as that over there,
L SM: Um, mmm._/ they fill it full of wood and keeps
it warmo

SM:

Yel, did they have, uh, was, uh, teachers mostly
men or women?

BM:

Mostly men,

L

SM:

(laughter).

With a

Yel._/ hardly have a woman taughto
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SM:

Yel. Well what did, uh, men usually live around there
or school teachers?

BM:

No some of um lived in Man and some of um different
places.

SM:

Yelo

BM:

A fella by the name of Porter he taught school there
at the old fork Jenny 1 s Creek five or six years and
then a man the name of Preston he come in there and
taught a couple of years (break in tape).

SM:

Back then when you got sick or anything • • •

BM:

Uh, well when there wasn't no doctor around they just
got sick and you got over it, or died one (laughter).

SM:

Well what'd they do when, uh, when the wives got, uh,
women got ready to have the babies?

BM:

They generally get_a midwife, some woman, some old
woman L SM: Yel._/ take to her.

SM:

And she caught the baby?

BM:

Yel, she'd keep the baby.

SM:

Yel, did she make, keep any kind of records or anything
BM: No . _/ of the children?

L

BM:

No.

SM:

Um, mmm. What about the time that, uh, this man called
Steve got cut up over there on Jenny's Creek?

BM:

Uh, Charlie Marcum cut him over there on Jenny 1 s
Creek bout the old fork, we were all down there at
the church, they got into it and he cut him with a
knife.

SM:

Yel, where'd he cut him?
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BM:

He cut him cross down through there.

SM:

Down through the side of his head?

BM:

Yel, he aimed to cut his throat and he turned his
head back.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

(Inaudible) •

SM:

Yel, was they, what, what'd they do about it, did uh • • •

BM:

Nothing.

SM:

Did they take him to a doctor?

BM:

Wasn't no doctor close.

SM:

They wasn't (talking in background). Yel, was, uh,
was the children good to mind back then?

BM:

Yes they's better then than they are now.

SM:

Yel,

BM:

Uh, they had to mind cause they didn't they'd get
a lick in' •

SM:

They would?

BM:

Sure would.

SM:

What about churches back then, you said they had this
fight where they's church going on, was they much
revivals and things?

BM:

Yel, revival going on there at Jenny's Forko

SM:

Yel, was they many preachers around or • • •

BM:

There's two in there.

(laughs) uh, was it •
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SM:

Only two then?

BM:

Yel, L SM: Oh._/ they had a second revival for
the Methodist church and the Baptist church would,
uh, old man, uh, Lewis Mead he'd come there and
preach, Jenny's Fork.

SM:

Was that, uh, that about the only kind of churches
around there, did uh.

BM:

Yel, the only churches, the Methodist and the Baptist,
the only churches they was there.

SM:

Did they have any kind of churches back then did they
believe in, uh, snake handling in churches or anything
like that then?

BM:

No.

SM:

Never seen much of that?

BM:

No.

SM:

Uh, what about funeral, what was funerals like?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

What was funerals like?

BM:

Well the funeral, the people turn out good for um so,
uh, we'd walk miles and miles to a funeral.

SM:

Yel, did they have undertakers then?

BM:

No, no undertakers.

SM:

How'd they take care of um?

BM:

They would when they died they'd just let um lay there
and dress um and send um to grave ( talking in background).

SM:

What about their caskets, how did they go get, uh, where'd
their caskets come from and things like that?
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BM:

They'd make umo

SM:

They made um themselves?

BM:

Right.

SM:

What'd they look like, or how, what was they made
out of?

BM:

They made out of lumber o

SM:

Yel, any special kind?

BM:

No, no special kind and the, the size they try to get
the size of it.

SM:

Yel, they have, uh, they have the graveyard
close around then or did the.

BM:

Yes, they had graveyards, they had one down Stover Park
and they had one down, uh, Double Lick and, not Double
Lick, uh, and one at, uh, Anderson's and one out there
what they call Cousin Jack's Place and one in the head
of Jenny's Creek, two of um at the head of Jenny's
Creek and, uh, two on Melvine, three Brewers, there
was three Brewer familes L SM: Uh, huha_/ at Brewer
and old man, uh, Len Brewer, no let me see, yel man
name Len Brewer and Art Brewer they had, both had
graveyards. Henry Hannon had a graveyard up on Melvine
and Neusom had a grayeyard out on the Neusom Mountain.

SM:

Yel, what, uh, what's some the biggest changes you
think took place since back then up to now days?

BM:

Oh, well changes are that so much difference from the
time and conditions of the world now then there was,
then they wa~n•t, uh, no coal mines in my early days
L SM: Yela_/ and now they's the only thing in Logan.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

The log, and my father logged Jenny's Creek for three

L

BM:

Yel._/
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dollar and a quarter a thousand.
SM:

Yel, uh, what did, uh, what'd people cover there
houses with back then?

BM:

Covered um with sideboards and rosin, get a oak tree
and where's board rot cover um with um (train in
background).

SM:

Yel, well, uh, is they, what kind is there any time
of the year_that's best to cut these boards, you
know, to, L BM: Huh?_/ uh, is, was there any, any
particular time of the year to cut these boards
L BM: No~_/ to make um, L BM: No._/ season um out
or anything?

BM:

No, no put um on green.

SM:

Put um on green.

BM:

Nail um down and put um, center um down, nail um down
to that center.

SM:

Yel, (bird singing in background) uh, did the people
trade horses then like they trade cars now?

BM:

Worse!

SM:

Worse (laughs) . What was horse tradings like when
they got together?

BM:

Well they get, have places to go, uh, they'd all get
together and they'd swap horses, buy and sell.

SM:

Yel, was there any dranking going on?

BM:

Oh yes, they'd get drunk, get drunk and get in a
fight, some of um would.

SM:

Yel, would the women come to these horse tradings?

BM:

Well they, some generally they have churches when
they had these horse tradings places L-SM: Yel._/
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they have a church once a year L SM: Ye~._/ certain
places, they use to have one over here Twelve Pole.
SM:

Urn, rnrnrn. After church they, would they do their horse
tradings then?

BM:

Yel, they 1 d trade right on when they were a preaching,
L SM: They would (laughs)?_/ they didn t care about
the preacher.
1

SM:

Wouldn 1 t the preacher mind that a going on?

BM:

Well he couldn t help himself (laughter)

SM:

He couldn 1 t?

BM:

No.

SM:

Was they much, uh, divorce back then?

BM:

Not like it is now.

SM:

Yel, size of the families what was they like?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

What was the size of the families like?

BM:

Well about five in, generally five in a family,
SM: Yel._l some was more and some less
SM:
but that was about the average.

1

L

o

L

Yel._/

SM:

Yel, was, uh, what, what would happen when, uh, most
country people got sick back then, did they have
hospitals to go to or anything?

BM:

Well they d get urn to a doctor, get some doctor come
to urn sometimes, sometimes they 1 d just get sick and
die, no doctor come L-SM: Yelo_/ they wasn 1 t many
doctors in the country then.

SM:

Yel, do you know anything about home remedies, these
herbs and things that they doctored with?

1
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BM:

Well they, lot of um used herbs to doctor with but
I_never did know what kind of herbs they'd use,
L SM: Yelo_/ they'd catch a cold they'd use chestnut
leaves to dry the fire out.

SM:

Yel. Now can you think of any other home, any other
kinda_things they used to help cure theirselves with
or, L BM: How what?_/ what other things they used
to doctor with? I mean L BM: Well._/ bees or anything
like that.

BM:

No.

SM:

What, uh, about what age did girls usually get
married, uh, boys.

BM:

From 18 to 21, L SM:
under 18 years old.

SM:

Yel (laughs). So how many children did you have, how
many children did you raise?

BM:

I had four.

SM:

Four?

BM:

Yel.

SM:

Did you, uh, farm, mostly raising, farming?

BM:

Well, uh, uh, the last kid I had died, my wife she
died in 19 and 01 and, uh, had a kid about 2 months
old, it died left me three L SM: Yel._l and I raised
um.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

John.

SM:

I mean besides Johna

BM:

John's the only one.

Yel._/ hardly ever got married

Are they all, any of um living today?
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SM:

Yel (talking in background).

How old is he?

BM:

He's 70 years old the 7th day of this month, of January.

SM:

Yel. Can you think, uh, any, can you think of any other
way times has changed now days from back then?

BM:

Well no, only different prices on somethings then
they was then.

SM:

What do you think of the prices today on food?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

What do you think of the prices on food of today?

BM:

I don't know (laughter)

SM:

Do you think they are higher today?

BM:

Oh my (talking in background) they are 500 percent
higher, that'd be my judgement of it (talking in background) .

SM:

Yes, how much, how did you buy flour back then and, uh, • •

BM:

Buy it by the barrel, mostly

SM:

Bout 50 pounds barrel or what?

BM:

200 pounds.

SM:

200 pound.

BM:

196 pound .

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Generally about $4.00.

SM:

$4.00. oh mercy, 200 pounds,

BM:

It come in a wooden barrel, my dad and, and uncle walked
from the head of Jenny's Creek to Sims parlor, right at

(someone talking in background).

L

SM:

Barrel?_ / yel.

What did you pay for a barrel?

L

BM:

196 pound

0 _/

196 • • •
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BM:

No I can't.
keep up.

They changed so fast that I couldn't

SM:

Keep up, yel.

BM:

They sure have changed in the last 5 yearso

SM:

They sure have. Well I guess that, if that's all
you can think of well we'll just, just stop right
here and I sure do thank you for all, all that you
have told me.

BM:

You're certainly welcome and if I knew anything else
I be glad to tell you.

SM:

Okay.

BM:

(Inaudible).

SM:

Okay and I sure do appreciate that and thank you,
Mr. Messer.
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Bryant Messer

SM:

This is Shirley McCoy and today is August 3, 1974,
this is an interview with Mr. Bryant Messer, uh, who
was born March the 8th, 1874, at Jenny's Creek, West
Virginia, this is in Logan County at the time and
now it's called Mingo County, Mr. Bryant is now
living at Kermit, West Virginia and, uh, what, what
is now Mingo County. Now Mr. Bryant, would you
just, uh, Mr. Messer just talk to me, tell me a little
bit about how things were back then.

BM:

Do you want me to tell you about the school situation?

SM:

Yel, or you can.

BM:

Well when I went to school we had five books, started
with 1st, 2nd, 3rd, 4th, 5th reader, geography and
grammar and, uh, this was the, that's all the books
they had and, uh, when we got to the 5th grade, why
we were through school and that's about the size
of the situation L SM: Yel._/. And there was five
of us in the family, three boys and two girls, two
boys got killed and the girls, one died with, uh,
cancer, the other one died with, I don't know what
no one never know nothing, she wouldn't go to a
doctor at all and, uh, my_daughter she di_ed with a
hemorrhage of the brain L SM: Um, mmm._/ and, uh,
I got a son died with a cancer that's about the size
of the family.

SM:

Yel. What did your daddy and mother do, what did your
daddy do when he was raising you?

BM:

Uh, father he, he worked common labor for a while
then he went and, uh, went to logging saw logging
for the_rest of his_life for as long as he was able
to go L SM: Yeah._/ he was about 90, bout 93 years
old and he was pretty active until he, he died.

SM:

Was he born right around in this area? .

BM:

Yel, he was born over there in Logan County, in
Mingo Logan . at that time L SM: Uh, huh. __/. He
was born on Jenny's Creek too.
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SM:

Yel. What was the, what was the life like back t hen
when you was a growing up as a, L BM: Well . • • _/
many people in this area or.

BM:

No, they were pretty scattered, L SM: Um, m;nm._/
in fact Jenny's Creek, uh, lets see one, two, three
(long pause) bout nine houses on Jenny's Creek at
that time.

SM:

Oh there wa s n't very many, was there?

BM:

No, not many (people talking in background) and, uh,
most folk farmed, they raised cattl~ and hogs and
let um run out they run out wild, j_ SM : Yel ._/
they go wild some of um would.

SM:

Yel. Did you, what did you, you say you use to
walk to Virginia and take cattle drives or.

BM:

No, I never <lid wa lk it, I've been there though;
I never did walk out there, I rode a freight train
a time or two (laughter and talking in background).

SM:

What did you do when you was growing up, uh,

BM:

I farmed, L SM: You farmed?J yel, my father farmed
until he went to logging.

SM:

Did you u se to be a jailer, L BM: Yes._/ where, where
was it at, uh, L BM:
In Mingo County._/ in Mingo County?
What was it like then did, uh, jailing, being a lawman
what was it, what did you do?

BM:

Well I, I fed the pris6ners and took care of um best
I could. Some of um would get away sometimes (l a ughter ).
In 19 and 20 when that trial was a going on we had
alot of people there and they took all the guns up
the country they could get a hold of, and they h a d
the jail full and the courthouse upstairs full and
some of um broken in to the gun racks and stole al l
the guns out and, uh, I was a laying in the bed and,
uh, I heard something, noise it woke me up .
I got up
and I saw men trying to get at the courthouse out next
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to the river and I hollered at him, I said, what's
the matter, he said I fell out, he come out the window
and aim to come down the drain pipe and fell out and
broke his arm and they took him to the hospital. Now
we, we went back up into the courthouse then and they
had pistols and rifles scattered all over the place,
I found one down the toilet (laughter).
SM:

What did they have so many people in the jail for?

BM:

On the, on the trial, 1920 trial that they had.
•:/.

SM:

Can you remember anything about the outlaws , or, uh,
back then, what names of any of um that was famous ot?

BM:

Well (break in tape) I, uh, read about the James
Brothers about all and the Hatfield and McCoy trouble
I read about, read about that.
I had a, I had a
third cousin in that up there and he was with them
when they killed them two McCoy boys and I was about '
20 years old.
I guess, I'm just guessin' at it, so
Alec Messer, that the man I'm thinking about he came
into the County, he lived on a little creek called
Williams Creek went around Twelve Pole and he, my
dad's name was Bill, said Bill I'm in trouble, and
he ask him what was the trouble and he told him that
he was into that killin'. He took those two boys up
there and, uh, kept um all night. And so they got
him and sent him to the penitentiary so they never
stopped till they got him out, eventually he killed
another man out in Matt County, Kentucky. They sent
him to the penitentiary again he served his time out
and got freed and, uh, he got into it again and killed
another man; so he, uh, they told him if he'd leave
Kentucky they'd never bother him and he cussed and said
I'll leave and he left. Don't know where he went to,
or what become of him, old Bill Messer he, he went to
the penitentiary for killin' a feller.

SM:

Did you use to, uh, dig coal or anything, how did you
all get coal back then or how did you.

BM:

Well, uh,

1-

.

' .

(clears throat) they was coal mines at that,

f
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back, uh, thank goodness about, uh, 95, I believe
it, 95 or 96 and I went up there and got a job at,
uh, what 1 s the name of it, Camp Branch Coal Company .
I worked a while there and they abandoned the mines .
SM:

What was, uh, what was it like, what was it like inside
the mines then, how did they get the coal out, or?

BM:

They shot it with powder and loaded it by hand, take
it out by rail .

SM:

Bout what did you get paid then,· howi was wages?

BM:

We'd make around a dollar and a half to three dollars
a day, sometimes we d cut and load it by the ton,
sometimes we'd make three dollars .
1

SM :

How long did you have to work in a day?

BM :

Well we'd work 12 or 15 hours (laughter).

SM:

(Children in background playing) well, uh, what was,
uh, the railroads, was they in here then or, L BM : Huh?__/
had the railroads come in here then?

BM :

Yel, the railroad run right up Twelve Pole Creek .

SM :

Um, mmm (children playing in background).
how long did you say your daddy lived?

BM:

About 93 years old the best record I can get, I hav~
no record of his_life but he remember the '61 war
L SM : Um, mrnm . _/ and grandfather was in that war and
he, uh, remembered and I figured from that L SM: Yel . _/
about what his age was .

SM:

Yel, what about war back then, did you~ was you in
any, uh, World War I or, or anything L BM : No . _/
like that (laughter) .

BM:

19 and 17 they registered for the war, (laughs) uh,
the man was the register he said, uh, how many you
got in the family .
I said, I ve got three kids and
1

How long,

.
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a wife and I said, uh, Sir, everyone of them babies
scared of the south (laughter) . So I just left it
at that.
SM:

Yel, how did_you all get around back then, did you,
L BM: Huh?_/ how did you all get around back then?

BM:

Horseback.

SM:

Horseback?

BM:

Oh no there wasn't no cars come arouhd nowhere wasn't
anything like an automobile.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Hears a little story, uh, a feller by the name of
Barger lived right around Whitehouse, Kentucky, said
he'd go easy and ride his bicycle on the rails back
to Whitehouse (laughter) and I didn't know any better
(laught er ) than he meant his horse.

SM:

How does things, uh, how is things different then
than they are now?

BM:

Everything you could buy groceries, bacon was about
67¢ a pound, (laughter) uh, Aunt Pearl had a store
down here I lived, after I was married, uh, I lived
on the North Fork of Morgan and I'd go down there and
buy groceries, buy bacon for 60¢ a pound, flour 75¢
a bag, meal for 25¢, corn meal and other commodities
was about the same way as those.

Had they any cars or anything come around.

SM: · Did you ever, uh, did you all buy meal then or did
you • • .
BM:

Yel, we generally grind it watermill, had a watermill
over there, old man, uh, Mr. Mitchell had a watermill
and you 1 d go to mill take a sack, bag of corn and take
it to the mill and have it ground and eventually old
man Crum put up a gristmill run by, by an engine and,
uh, we'd do a, take our horses ride down there and
get our meal grounded if I got in there first, I got
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my meal grind first, if I got in there last I was the
last one there that's the way they got it, we'd grow
our corn in the fall, put it up and we'd take our
corn to the mill and grind it we'd take it on horseback
L SM: Yel._/. We'd take it from the head of Jenny's
Creek down to Crum, we had the mill down there at
Crum take it to Crum and have it grind .
SM:

What about your clothes then, . did you, /_ BM : Huh?_/
did you get many store bought clothes then or how
did, uh, where'd you get most of your clothes from?

-~

BM:

Crum?

SM:

Your clothes.

BM:

We rrostly made um.

SM:

Made um?

BM:

Yel, buy cloth and made our shirts and pants, just
cloth and this denim •

. SM: . Yel.

BM:

'You could buy shoes for about one and a half to two
dollars, L SM: Yel._/ big price for um.

SM:

How was when the railroads come in, did they, . they pay
any better or.

BM:

Not much, for a while in about 1900 they, uh, went
to raising prices and prices raised up some but not
too much, some of um didn't cost too much at the time
you could buy a good suit of clothes for 8 and 10 dollars
( laughter) •

SM:

Work, was work around here L BM: · Huh'?_/ was they pretty
good lot of work around here or did people.
·

BM:

No there was not much work around here that I seen,
well logging was long distance, my father went to
Pocahontas when I was a boy he had a brother lives
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out there and he went out there (nois e ) .
SM:

Did you all, uh, how did, in logging then did you
ever hear anything about rafting the logs down the
river or how did .

BM:

Well, uh, some of um would take, uh, pins and drill a
hole down in the log and then put a pole across put
pin in there hold urn together, then they'd, uh,
eventually_got to when a train come in they shipped
by train L SM: Urn, rnrnm._/ but from year to year they
had to take it to Logan before they'd get anything
out of it, they'd take it down there.

SM:

Um, mrnm.
or L BM:

BM:

No, just by h __§_nd, L SM: Just by hand?J yel, was
no electric L SM: Yel.J used lamps, LSM: Lamp oil?_/
no, well they would be coal oil for lamps that's all
they had then.

SM:

Yel. Do you remember, uh, f or back enough was there
any Indians
BM: No._/ around thi~
BM: Noo_/
when you's a growing up L BM: No._/ or was there .

BM:

No there was no Indians in this country then (break
in tape).

SM:

They done done away with.

BM:

They had all gone away.

SM:

Uh, do you know what, uh, what background was your
mommy and daddy, was there Indian in them or L BM:
do you know where they come from?

Was,_uh, was the mines operated by steam
No._/ machine or anything?

L

BM:

My fore parents come from Germany.

SM:

From Germany?

BM:

Yel.

L

No.J
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SM:

Did they any, uh, flooding in the river get big
back then or anything?

BM:

Yel, we had floods, L SM: You did?_/ yel, I remember
I was going to school and, uh, uh, commence raining
there at the schoolhouse and the, uh, water got up
pretty high and, uh, lady called Swanson and she,
uh, told mother if she would let me go to school
that she would, uh, carry me through the water, so
she carried me across the creek but when it come
school turned out and I come back I pouldn't get
across (laughter) the creek was too big.

SM:

Well what'd you do?

BM:

I went up to the watermill bout a half, half mile
above where we lived crossed on the top of the water.

SM:

Yel, crossed on top of the water.

BM:

Right.

SM:

Uh, what was the biggest flood that you can remember
back in this are.a when.

BM:

In July was the biggest flood that every was known
when I was growing up.

SM:

What year was that, can you remember?

BM:

It was ·about, not exactly_.L I couldn't say exactly
somewhere in the '90's, L SM: Um, mmm in the '90's._/
yel but I c~uldn't say for how long.

SM:

Yel was there much damage done by it?

BM:

Not too much
very much.

SM:

Yel, was they any, uh, river boats did they come up
here, Big Sandy River?

L

SM:

Yel ._/ it wasn't nothing to amount
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BM:

Yel, pack their boats and come up every now and then .
A fella by the name of Torn Prince had a store not far
from Jenny's Creek and the boats would come up to the
mouth of Jenny's Creek and put off groceries L-SM: Urn, rnmrn ._/
and come by train to Russeldale and all along there and,
uh, go on haul um.

SM:

Urn, rnmrn.

BM:

About 1890 som e times I don't just remember when.

SM:

Yel, what could you tell me about, uh, how times was ·
then that is, uh, different?

BM:

Well, uh, whatever.

SM:

Just what, uh, what was times like then?

BM:

Well they were pretty tuff times then, there wasn't
any work in the country hardly bout the only work a
fella could .9:.et was splitting rails and hoeing corn,
L SM: Yel ._/ helping farmers in the fall .

SM:

Um, mmrn. What did you do when you's, uh, growing up,
what did people do for fun or • • •

BM:

Well bout the only thing they did was farm and when
farming was over they'd go to school, L SM: Yel . _/
when school was out that about, give um right bout
three months school .

SM:

Yel, what did, uh, what did the young people do when
they wanted, uh, uh, have fun did they • • •

BM:

Yeah.

Was that flood about in 1890?

W~ll they'd have dances, have outings, go to church
SM : Yel._/. Most of um would go to church on Sundays .

L
SM:

What was churches like, uh, back then?

BM:

Well about the same as they (microphone interference)
are now except there wasn't so many people that went.
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SM:

wasn't as many people went?

BM:

Well they couldn't, they would, what was wrong was
when they'd go, we had a, course they was several
sinners (microphon e interference).

SM:

Well, uh, what about when, uh, when you wanted to go
out, when young men wanted to go see their girls then.
What, how'd they do that (microphone interference).

BM:

They'd just meet a girl just like tnr Y do today .

SM:

Yel, they didn't have no cars back then, did they?

BM:

No. Sometimes they didn't (inaudible, microphone
interference) if they had the money.

SM:

Did they want (inaudible, microphone interference).
What happen if you wanted to marry a girl, how'd
you go about it?

BM:

Well they go and ask their parents about it (inaudible).

SM;

Did the gir-did women wear long dresses back then?

BM:

Oh yel, they'd wear urn plum down to the bottom of
their shoe and pick urn up with their hands to and pull
urn up to keep from getting dirty (laughter) .

SM:

Yel?

BM:

Yel, you never seen a short dress at that time anytime.

SM:

You all go around, uh, say you got around on horses?

BM:

Oh yel,

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Before (laughs) before I was married I was going with
my first wife and,uh, her grandmother said the Methodists
all they wanted was a fine horses, uh, fine shirt , a
white shirt and a fine horse such as they didn't have it

L

SM:

Yel._/ that was the only way to get around .

Bryant Messer
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She was a Farrell •

Uh,huh. What did, uh, when these young people got
married then, what's they usually have to start out
with, housekeeping?

BM:

Nothing.

SM:

Nothing (laughter).

BM:

I worked pushing a hand saw dollar and quarter a day,
and I bought that stuff I had to go housekeeping on
take um and, uh, so got some straw and got me a bed
fixed so, corn schucks made to sleep on.

SM:

Yel, what'd you -think about the days then and now,
do you think, were they better then or today or what?

BM:

Well I couldn't say, uh, of course you got more now,
uh, food and, uh, then you did thene

SM:

Can you remember anything about the prohibition days
back when, L BM: Uh._/ tell me what you know about
that or what you can remember, what was it like?

BM:

Well the prohibition got to finally they bootlegged
moonshine.

SM:

What'd they make moonshine out of back then?

BM:

Uh, chopped corn and corn meal, sugar L SM:
Buy a bag of sugar for bout four dollars.

SM:

was they much of that going on?

BM:

Yel, a right smart of it.

SM:

Messer, can you remember anything about the (in a udible),
did, and federal men coming around and try to break up
the stills, do you remember anything about John Sullivan,
anything, or any of them.

(Someone talking in background.)

Um, mmm._/.

Bryant Messer
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BM:

No.

SM:

Did you, did you eve£ ride on any, uh, with any
posses,/_ BM: Huh?_/ did you ever ride on any posses
to hunt men or anything?

BM:

No, no I, oh yel! Yes the time that, uh, I guess
they called up Henderson one night and, uh, they
killed two men, killed George Dillon and Joe Bias
over there on Twelve Pole so, and made the fine
$100 for the coming after um and we was, no way to
get there was to get by train so, uhf they made
arrangements for the engine to bring us t-to Columbus
they sent, and they sent militia in there. We had
got in about the same time they did. There was 9
of us and we went toward Twelve Pole and we got
over there and Major Davis, he didn't show us any
courtesy at all. We did what we thought was the
best we could do and we hunted all day and we couldn't
find anybody, a fellow by the name Albert Mccloud
from Cincinnati killed him (break in tape). So, uh,
we lit out to come back it was getting late in the
evening, had one fellow who was a big fleshy fellow,
said hot god, have mercy god never saw such a· high
mountain, way back on them mountains, Well we got
up on top of the hill we all laid down around about,
kind of take a little rest so I kinda walked off to
myself and I heard someone coming up the mountain .
and it woke me up, I come up it was a fellow by the
name of Adkins and I knew him and I got up just about
the time he topped up on top of the hill there was,
there that fellow waiting for him and he come up and
I seen who it was, well I told the boys they ask him,
he knew him they said allright, we lit out and come
back and come to Breeden and caught a treight train,
and this fleshy fellow was so tall he had to come in
two cars from the engine it liked to shook him to
death going through Boulder Springs (laughter). Then
we, uh, left our car on the banks where Twelve Pole
travel west well we lit out and went through Logan
and across t-head of Twelve Pole and we went along
we met two men riding horseback and we, we scared
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them to death. They said thought we was after them,
- we -cold- um we wasn't after them at all. Well it was
late in the fall we got up to this littl e old house
in the head of a little holler and we all laid down,
sitting there- waiting for it to come daylight so we
could go down. Come the biggest frost I (l a ughter)
believe I ever seen in my life, like to f r oz e to
death, I said well I froze to death and starved
to death, I don't know which (laughter). Just about
the time it got we could ~ee to g e t um we su rrounded
the house, nobody in it so all there wa s, h a d to
walk about 5 or 6 miles back and with some food to
eaten together and try to train on that . Finally
turned out killed five fellas we went down to Rome,
uh, that's the, .we, they couldn't f ind him so eventually
a short time later ~e got a call from down there to
come and get him, he was in there, me and Turner Webb
and G.T. Blankenship lit out and went down ther e and
down at Ferguson he went, the train come, th e train
was running then train come, h e come down out o f the
mountain with a_ shotgun I retch out and grabbed it
L SM: Um, mmm._/ and he said I haven't a gun said I
ain't gonna do nothing, I said allright . We went on
to Kenova, and Blankenship and Webb th e y stayed in
Kenova sent me on into, to Ravenswood on No. 3 that
morning.
SM :

Did you handcuff um then?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

Did you handcuff your prisoners then?

BM:

No, I never did handcuff nobody .

SM:

The dangerous ones, uh, ones that killed people
w~ ren't you all afraid of them?

BM:

Yes, Fred Henry killed Jim Dillon over there at Dinges~,
I seen there's a gonna be trouble . And the depot over
there was hauling coal, hauling coal from insid e there .
I walked around the depot and I h~ard the shot f ire,
I walked around and Fred had that pistol, I laid my
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hand~ut~ I said give it up he handed it over I took
him to Williamson.
SM:

Then they never, none of um, uh, uh, try to shoot
back or anything L BM: Huh, uh._/ when you tried
to capture um?

BM:

No, never had nobody resist.

SM:

(Talking in backgrouhd) yel, was they, uh, many do
you remember any law men getting killed then?

BM:

Yes, Ken Johnson over there at Delbarton he got killed
and, uh, somebody else but I've forgot just who it was
that's the only two that I know got killed, besides
outlaws.

SM:

Yel. Was being a lawman very different then than it
is today?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

Was being a lawman much different then that it is today.

BM:

They're bout the same.

S~:

Yel. Was the way you had to travel, L BM: Huh?_/
was there, the way you had to travel was that any
different getting backwards and forths?

BM:

Well you go now in, in an automobile, then you had
a wagon or ride a horseback.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

We had to walk though when we went these long trips
over on the •rwelve Pole 25 or 30 miles.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Then we walked to Williamson, we walked to Logan we
took, we took a trip across the mountain and down the
mountain toward Twelve Pole we made two or three trips
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-~~~·R- there, three trips we never did find um so eventually - ==:_
uh~ - we give up the last one of um and sent him to the
penitentiary he got out I don't know whether he is
- living yet or not.
SM:

Um, mmm. What did you do when you had to, had to
be out over night with your prisoner?

BM:

We just take um, if we had love or not we'd lay him
in the bed and lay down.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Yel, we stop at peoples' houses middle of the night.

SM:

Yel. Did they let you bring the_yrisoners in,
j_ BM: Oh yel._/ give um a bed j_ BM: Yel._/ with
no trouble.

SM:

How did people treat you when you

BM:

They treated me with courtesy.

SM:

Yel, take you in and feed you and everything?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

Did they just take you in and feed you and everything?

BM:

Oh yel, yes, yes they mighty courtesy with us.

SM:

Yel. How long did you lived this, your whole life,
you just spent_your whole life right around in this,
right around i.. BM: Oh. o . _ / here, uh, in Jenny's
Creek?

BM:

Most of it.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Stayed in Florida a couple or 3 years, we stayed in
Virginia a while, most of my life I've been right in
this vicinity.

Did you stop somebody's house along the way?
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Yel~ Did you, what was, uh, say schools much like
-·-back then, did they, did you say you had to go to
fifth grade an~ then that_was all the educa~ion you
had to have, L BM: Yel._/ all the school L BM: Yel._/
you had to have.
BM:

Yel.

SM:

What was the schools like when you went to school,
I mean in • • .

BM:

Well about like they are now 'cept they didn't have
no such spelling book.

SM:

What kind, what was the buildings like?

BM:

Well some of um had log buildings and my father, and
my father and parents took a whipsaw and sawed a
schoolhouse part out with a whipsaw, did you ever see
one?

SM:

No, what is a whipsaw?

BM:

They take a big i- 1og they .§_hear him four sides with a
broadax, L SM: Um, mmm._/ they put it up on a table
bout as high as that. this man comes down here he's
got a, what's called a sheep's head, actually it had
a handle on it like this L SM: Um, mmmo_/ he_pull it
down and this other fella would pull it up ./_ SM: Yes._/
and that's how they sawed (laughter).

SM:

(Talking in background) what did the school teachers
do, how did th.§Y do then,_did they, did they use
p..§.ddles or
L BM: YelJ if you, if you done something
L BM: Well they. o . _ / they didn't like for you to
do what'd they do to you?

a

.,
I

BM: · They'd give you a paddling or a switch, L SM: A switch!_/
yel.
I remember one ·.fall we was :a going to school on
Lower Fork papaws was in season well the whole school
picking up papaws, the teacher told us not to go up
there anymore and then a fella by the name of Fred
Lunsford and the school went, I think there was about
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12 of um and me and him went away from the papaw
p~tch and ~ent an up to another un but they give ua
all a lick in' (l aughter).

.,·'

SM:

But they give you all a 1 ickin'
switch?

BM:

With a switch (}aughter) !

SM:

Did they ever make you, did !_hey have the dunce h at
back then, L BM: Huh, yel '. _/ have the dunce hat?

BM:

Yel, I've seen em wear it, I never got to wear one.
About the only thing I ever did was I got in trouble
down out school.

SM:

Yell. What kind of heating or how'd they, how'd they
stay warm in schoolhouses.

BM:

Huh?

SM:

How did they stay warm, what kind of heat did they have?

BM:

CoaL

SM:

Coal?

BM:

Yel, LSM: _Yel._/ if they didn 't get coal they'd
get wood, L SM: Yel._/ build a wood fire.

SM:

What'd they build the fire in?

BM:

They had a, had a big stove, a heat stove they'd put
it full of coal to keep it warm and if it was a f ireplace
they'd h ave a big_ fireplace as big as that over there,
L SM: Um, mmm._/ they fill it full of wood and keeps
it warm.

SM:

Yel, did they have, uh, was, uh, teachers mostly
men or women?

BM:

Mostly men,

L

SM:

( laughter) .

With a

Yel._/ hardly have a woman taught .
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SM:

Ye~-;- Well what did, uh, men usually live around there
~r school teachers?

BM:

No some of um lived in Man and some of um different
places.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

A fella by the name of Porter he taught school there
at th e old fork Jenny's Creek five or six years and
then a man the name of Preston he come in there and
taught a couple of years (bre ak in t~pe).

SM:

Back then when you got sick or anything.

BM:

Uh, well when there 0asn't no doctor around they just
got sick and yo u got over it, or died one (l aughter).

SM:

Well what'd they do when, uh, when the wives got, uh,
women got ready to have the babies?

BM:

They generally get_a midwife, some woman, some old
woman L SM: Ye l ._/ take to her.

SM:

And she caught the baby?

BM:

Yel, she'd keep the baby.

SM:

Yel, did she make, keep any kind of records or anything
L BM: No._/ of the children?

BM:

No.

SM:

Um, mmm. What about the time that, uh, this man called
Steve got cut up over there on Jenny's Creek?

BM:

Uh, Charlie Marcum cut him over there on Jenny's
Creek bout the old fork, we were all down there at
the church, they got into it and he cut him with a
knife.

SM~

Yel, where'd he cut him?
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BM:

He cut him cross down through there.

SM:

Down through the side of his head?

BM:

Yel, he aimed to cut his throat and he turned his
head back.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

(Inaudible) .

SM:

Yel, was they, what, what'd they do ~bout it, did uh . • .

BM:

Nothing.

SM:

Did they take him to a doctor?

BM:

wasn't no doctor close.

SM:

Th!.ey wasn't ( talking in background) • Yel, was, uh,
was the children good to mind back then?

BM:

Yes they's better then than they are now.

SM:

Yel,

BM :

Uh, they had to mind cause they didn't th e y'd get
a lickin' .

SM:

They would?

BM:

Sure would.

SM:

What about churches back then, you said they had thi s
fight wher e th ey's church going on, was they much
revivals and things?

BM:

Yel, reviva l going on there at Jenny' s Fork.

SM:

Yel, was they many preachers around or

BM:

There's two in there.

(laughs) uh, was i t .
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SM:

Only two then?

BM:

Yel, L SM: Oh . _/ they had a second revival for
the Methodist church and the Baptist church would,
uh, old man, uh, Lewis Mead he ' d come there and
preach, Jenny's Fork .

SM:

Was that, uh, that about the only kind o f churche s
around there, did uh .

BM:

Yel, the only churches, th e Methodi st and the Bap ti st,
the only churches they was there .
~

SM:

Did they have any kind of churches back then did they
believe in, uh, snake handling in churches or anything
like that then?

BM:

No .

SM:

Never seen much of that?

BM:

No .

SM:

Uh, what about funeral, what was funerals like?

BM:

Huh?

SM :

What was funerals like?

BM:

Well the funeral, the people turn out good for um so,
uh, we'd walk miles and miles to a funeral.

SM :

Yel, did they have und ertakers then?

BM:

No, no undertakers.

SM:

How'd th ey take care of um ?

BM:

They would when they died they'd just let u~ lay th ere
and dress um and send um to grave ( talking in b a ckground ) .

SM:

What about their caskets, how did they go get, uh, where'd
their caskets come from and things like that?
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BM:

They'd make um.

SM:

They made um themselves?

BM:

Right.

SM:

What'd th ey look like, or how, · what was th ey mad e
out of?

BM:

They made out of lumber.

SM:

Yel, any specia l kind?

BM:

No, no special kind and the, the size they try to g et
the size of it .

SM:

Yel, they have, uh, they have the graveyard
close around then or did the.

BM :

Yes, they had graveyards, the y had one down Stove r Park
and they had one down, uh, Doubl e Lick and, not Double
Lick, uh, and one at, uh, Anderson 's and on e out there
what they call Cousin Jack's Place and one in the head
of Jenny's Creek, two of um at the head of Jenny' s
Creek and, uh, two on Melvin e , three Brewers, ther e
was three Br ewer familes L SM : Uh, huh ._/ at Br ewer
and old man, uh, Len Brewer, no let me see, y e l man
n.ame Le n Brewer and Art Brew er they had , both had
graveyards . Henry Hannon had a graveyar d up on Melvin e
and Neusom had a grayeyard out on the Ne usom Mountain.

SM :

Yel, what, uh, what' s some the biggest changes you
think took place since back then up to now days?

BM :

Oh, well changes are that so much dif ference f rom the
time a nd conditions of the world now the n there was,
then they was n't, uh, no coal mines in my ear l y days
L SM: Yel._/ and now they' s th e only thing in Logan.

SM:

Yel o

BM:

The log, and my father logged J e nny's Creek for three

L

BM:

Yel ._/
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dollar and a quarter a thousand.
SM:

Yel, uh, what did, uh, what'd people cover there
houses with back then?

BM:

Covered um with sideboards and rosin, get a oak tree
and where's board rot cover um with um (t rain in
background) •

SM:

Yel, well, uh, is they, what kind is there any time
of the year_that's best to cut th ese boards, you
know, to, L BM: Huh?_/ uh, is, was there a ny, a ny
particular _:time of the year to cut these boards
L BM: , No._/ to make um, L BM: No . _/ season um out
or anything?

BM:

No, no put um on green.

SM :

Put um on green.

BM:

Nail um down and put um, center um down, n ai l um down
to that center.

SM:

Yel, (bird singing in background) uh, die! the people
trade horses then like they trade cars now?

BM:

Worse!

SM:

Worse (l aughs). What was horse tradings like wh e n
they got together?

BM:

Well they get, have pLaces to go, uh, they'd all get
together and they 'd s wap horses, buy and sell.

SM:

Yel, was there any dranking going on?

BM:

Oh yes, thBy'd get drunk, get drunk and get in a
fight, som e of um would.

SM :

Yel, would the women come to th e se horse tradings ?

BM :

Well they, some generally they have churches when_
they had these horse tradings places L SM: Yel ._/
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they have a church once a year L SM: Yel._/ certain
places, they use to have one over here Twelve Pole.
SM:

BM:

Um, mmm. After church they, w.o uld they do their horse
tradings then?
Yel, they'd trade right on when they were a preaching,
SM: They would (laughs)?_/ they didn't care about
the preach e r .

L
SM:

Wouldn't the preacher mind that a going on ?

BM:

Well he couldn't help himself (laughter) .

SM:

He couldn't?

BM:

No.

SM:

was they much, uh, divorce back then?

BM:

Not like it is now .

SM :

Yel, size of the families what was they like?

BM:

Huh?

SM:

What was the size of the families like?

BM :

Well about five in, generally five in a family,
L SM: Yel . _/ some was mor e and some les s L SM :
but that was · about the average.

Yel._/

SM:

Yel, was, uh, what, what would happen when, uh, mos t
country people got sick b a ck then, did th ey have
hospitals to go to or anything?

BM:

Well they'd get um to a doctor, get some do c t or come
to um sometimes, sometimes they'd just g e t s ick and
die, no doctor come LSM: Yelo_/ they wasn't many
doctors in the country then .

SM:

Yel, do you know anything about home remedies, th ese
herbs and things that they doctored with?
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BM:

Well they, lot of um used herbs to doctor with but
I_never did know what kind of herbs they'd use,
L SM: Yel._/ they 'd catch a cold they'd use chestnut
leaves to dry the fire out.

SM:

Yel. Now can you think of any other home, an~ oth e r
kinda_things they used to help cur e their s elves with
or, L BM: How what?_/ what other things they used
to doctor with? I mean L BM: Well._/ be e s or anything
like that.

BM:

No.

SM:

What, uh, about what age did girls usually get
married, uh, boys.

BM:

From 18 to 21, L SM:
under 18 years old.

SM:

Yel (laughs). So how many children did you have, how
many children did you raise?

BM:

I had four.

SM:

Four?

BM:

Yel.

SM:

Did you, uh, farm, mostly raising, farming?

BM:

Well, uh, uh, the last kid I had died, my wife s he
died in 19 and 01 and, uh, had a kid about 2 mon t h s
old, it died left me three L SM: Yel . _/ and I raised
um.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

John.

SM:

I mean besides John.

BM:

John's the onl y one.

Yel._/ hardly ever got married

Are they all, any of um living today?
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SM:

Yel (talking in background).

How old is he?

BM:

He's 70 years old the 7th day of this month, of Jantiary.

SM:

Yel . Can you think, uh, any, can you think of any other
way times has changed now days from back th en?

BM :

Well no, only different prices on somethings then
they was th e n.

SM:

What do you think of th e prices today on food?
·:-·.

BM:

Huh?

SM:

What do you think of the prices on food of today?

BM:

I don't know (laughter)

SM:

Do you think they are higher today?

BM:

Oh my (talking in background) they are 500 p e rcent
higher, that'd be my judgement of it (talking in background).

SM:

Yes, how much, how did you buy flour back then and, uh, ••

BM:

Buy it by the barrel, mostly/_ SM:

SM :

Bout 50 pounds barrel or what?

BM:

200 pounds.

SM:

200 pound.

BM:

196 pound.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Gen e rally about $4.00.

SM:

$4.00. oh me rcy, 200 pounds,/_ BM:

BM:

It come in a wood e n barrel, my dad and, a nd uncl e walk e d
from the head of Jenny ' s Creek to Sims parlor, right at

(someone talking in background) .

Barrel?_/ yel.

Wh a t did you pay for a barrel?

196 poundo_/ 196 . . •
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the mouth of Jenny's Creek there, he had a little store
there on 1_he bank side where that, uh, filling station
is now, L SM: Um, mmm.J and they come down there and
bought a barrel of flour and they divided it and they
put it on their ~boulder and carried it 10 mile up
Jenny's Creek.
SM:

Oh, how long, bout how long did a barrel of flour last?

BM:

Well, uh, I wouldn't know, I don't have any idey, we'd
only use it once a day.

SM:

Once a day?

BM:

Once a day L SM: Yel.J we'd get biscuits for breakfast,
cornbread for supper and dinner.

SM:

Yel. Well let's see, (talking in background) how did,
- how did you keep your food back then, you didn't have
no frigerator?

BM:

Just keep it at the house is all.

SM:

Yel.

BM:

Well they wouldn't kill it till it got cold L SM : Yel.J
in the wintertime, then they hung it up let it cure
that way, never had_no refrigeration and they'd just,
uh, salt it down, L SM: §_alt it down?J put that salt
on middling, L SM: Yel.J put it out of the way
L SM: Yel._]. After it got cold they wouldn't spoil.

SM:

What would you do, uh, when it got hot, back up next
spring if you hadn't eaten all the meat up?

BM:

It wouldn't hurt um, L SM:
It wouldn't?J no . They'd
hang the hams up, just hand um up and cut um off when
they wanted .

SM:

Yel. Well can you think of anything else, anything
that's changed?

How did you keep your meat?

I

•.•
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BM:

No I can't.

They changed so fast that I couldn't

SM:

Keep up, yel .

BM:

They sure have changed in the last 5 years.

SM:

They sure have. Well I guess that, if that's all
you can think of well we'll just, just stop right
here and I sure do thank you for all, all that you
have told me.

BM:

You're certainly welcome and if I knew anything else
I be glad to tell you.

SM:

Okay.

BM:

(Inaudible) .

SM:

Okay and I sure do appreciate that and thank you,
Mr . Messer .

